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Sir/Madam - I am writing to express great concern at the proposed increase of development at 

Little Leigh, Holcombe from the 20 units already given outline planning to 35 units.  In my 

opinion the 20 units are already too many and to suggest increasing it to 35 is unreasonable 

and unacceptable.  The reasons for my concern are mainly to do with vehicular access, and 

with infrastructure.  

 

Holcombe Village is served by narrow and in some cases very steep lanes and roads.  In 

particular there is a very awkward blind corner around the Castle Inn which even saloon cars 

can have difficulty making in one go.  Delivery vans often have to manoeuvre round this 

corner and any articulated lorry (for example delivering construction materials) will have 

great difficulty.  The route via Holcombe Road and Hall Lane is extremely steep and narrow 

and often blocked by residents' parked cars;  the route in the opposite direction towards 

Westbrook is simply not an option for any but smaller vehicles.   

 

Traffic therefore needs to come and go via Fordens Lane, which in places is too narrow for 

two cars to pass and will only just accommodate a heavy goods vehicle. 

The junction with the A279 has a poor line of sight towards Teignmouth causing a hazard for 

vehicles turning right, and is just below the crest of a hill towards Dawlish, creating a hazard 

as vehicles heading south wait to enter Fordens Lane.  Fordens Lane itself will not permit two 

vehicles to be entering and leaving at the same time.  Of course, these hazards already exist, 

but the more houses and vehicles the more often and more severe they will become, and these 

problems will be exacerbated by the growth in the delivery of goods ordered on line by 

supermarkets and other retailers. I believe that these matters have been discussed with an 

officer from Devon County Council, who thought there was not a problem.  I, and many 

other residents, find this opinion impossible to understand.   

My other concern is for the infrastructure of the village, mainly related to sewerage, drainage 

and surface water run-off.  I am not technically able to comment in detail on these matters, 

but it seems obvious that the ageing system already in place will be put under greater stress 

the more houses are built. 

To repeat - my strong opinion is that 20 new houses will put unacceptable strains on the 

village community, and 35 would make it even worse.  I am not here speaking as a NIMBY, 

as I live on the seaward side of the A379, and will not be directly impacted on a daily basis 

by the traffic problems.  My concerns are therefore all the more relevant. 

Yours faithfully, 

Mike Cowton 

2 Derncleugh Gardens, Holcombe, Dawlish, EX7 0JG 

 


